Abstract-Aiming at the uncertain factors about behavior of cooperative spectrum sensing technologies, the data fusion center(DFC) receives sensing information from the cognitive user(CU) indiscriminately and make spectrum sensing data falsification(SSDF) attack of a malicious user(MU) using do harm to cooperative spectrum sensing. In this paper, an improved soft fusion algorithm based on reputation was presented. According to CU with different scope of reputation of use different updated guidelines and introduced time attenuation factor. We distribute weighting coefficient of CU based on the reputation to undermine SSDF influence and improved the accuracy of data fusion center. Simulations showed that the improve algorithm can keep the performance of soft fusion in the face of SSDF attacks and improve the security of cooperative spectrum sensing.
INTRODUCTION
In the cognitive radio (CR), in the primary user (PU) without interference and using idle spectrum effectively case, cognitive user (CU) must be fast and accurate for spectrum sensing. However, due to the shadow, decline, hardware and other factors, single user sensing is difficult to ensure the accuracy of spectrum sensing. In order to solve this problem we use cooperative spectrum sensing technology, which multiple users participate in the sensing of the same PU at the same time and make the final judgment about the user information. Although cooperative sensing improve the cognitive performance at a certain extent and brought new security threats -spectrum sensing data falsification (SSDF). SSDF attack is defined that a malicious user (MU) send the wrong local sensing information to Data Fusion Center (DFC) and guide the DFC to make the wrong judgment of spectrum sensing.
In [3] , the environment of cooperation spectrum sensing trust model was proposed by using Beta system and solved the problem of strategic attack with MU. [4] proposed a good solution through trust nodes help security cooperation sensing algorithm based on trust for a MU from initial stage attack. But intermittent SSDF attack on MU are not effective resolved. [7] proposed a method of peeling onions against SSDF with multiple MU. Although this method improves the detection performance of the presence of malicious users, and has good identification about dynamic behavior of a malicious user, but the premise to know whether there is a malicious user in the network and the type and number of MU. It is difficult to achieve in practice. [8] proposed a strategy based on trusted node auxiliary security cooperation sensing to reduce the user's influence on the soft decision, considering the history behavior of the user sensing, improve the cooperation spectrum sensing performance. The use of trust mechanism make compare the user reputation degree. Through the reputation degree of different and differentiate each user perception. We choose the user with high reputation degree to fusion and against SSDF attack to improve the overall detection performance of the system to a certain extent. If MU provide error sensing information to fusion center at the outset or provide error sensing information to fusion center all the time, its reputation degree will reduce quickly and is dropped by the fusion center soon.
But these above algorithm ignores the MU smarter attack way. When MU use more intelligent way to make their own reputation degrees accumulate onto a high trust value and then send the error information to the fusion center to provide right and wrong sensing information intermittently. It will cause serious harm to the cooperation spectrum sensing performance.
In view of the above problem, this paper according CU with different scope of credibility of use different updated guidelines. Introduced time attenuation factor. In this paper, we distribute weighting coefficient of CU based on the reputation to undermine SSDF influence and improved the accuracy of data fusion center and withstand the malicious user dynamic SSDF attack. The structure of this article is as follows: the section II introduces the system model. Against SSDF attack improve soft fusion algorithm described in the III section. In the section IV, the performance of the improved algorithm simulation analysis. In the section V, a conclusion about this paper is given.
II. SYSTEM MODEL Cooperation spectrum sensing technology based on a number of CU i local sensing results fusion can effectively eliminate the impact of the shadow effect, multipath fading, building block and other problems. This method solved the uncertainty of single user spectrum sensing and achieved better performance of spectrum sensing. Cooperation spectrum sensing network system model is shown in FIGURE I, include a PU, a DFC and CU i , including honest CUs and m MUs, and + m = , = 1,2, ⋯ , . CU i distribute round the DFC independently and uniformly. Most of paper use energy detection methods and send the detected signal energy to DFC. But under the condition of low signal-to-noise ratio(SNR), the energy detection performance is greatly reduced. Because the covariance detection is not affected by channel SNR. This paper adopts the method of covariance detection. In soft fusion decision, the CU i in FIGURE Ⅰ need to send their sensing information to DFC after completing the local covariance detection. The honest CU i sends its real local sensing information, MU as a SSDF attacker will send wrongs local sensing information randomly. We summarize this problem is a binary hypothesis test problem:
Where, denotes the hypothesis that the target spectrum is in the status of idle; denotes the hypothesis that the target spectrum is occupied by PU. For the case of CU i ( i = 1,2, … , ) through N sample vector is ( ) ( = 1,2, … , ) to test whether the PU; ( ) denote CU i received signal from PU; ( ) denote additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) signal with the zero-mean and of variance. Besides, PU signal and noise are independent from each other. Each sampling vector ( ) is constituted by L (oversampling factor) consecutive sampling and sample L * N value every time. Through observations of the received signal, CU i to determine whether the PU signal. According to (1), binary sensing model, for L continuous signal sampling data, we structure the vector form of the ( ), ( ), ( ):
So, according to (2) , (3) and (4), we can get the statistics of covariance matrix in the signal and noise:
according to (5) , (6) and (7), we can get:
in (9), is a orders unit matrix. If PU signal is absent, = 0; and if PU signal existence, ≠ 0 . In practice, we can only approximate the statistical covariance matrix using limited signal samples. Define the sample autocorrelations function of received signal ( ) is:
The statistical covariance matrix can be approximated by the sample covariance matrix C defined as:
where, C is a symmetric matrixe, it's down to with row column elements. In analysis, through the use of receiving the covariance matrix of off-diagonal elements in and by using this kind of difference and CAV algorithm of [10] , we compare covariance matrix diagonal element average of absolute value and all the elements average of the absolute value to judgment the PU signal existence. We construct the following test statistics:
where, |•| is absolute value of matrix element. Considering the sample covariance matrix is symmetric matrix C, so we can defined:
Then, if there is no signal, = 1. If the signal is present, > 1. Hence, the ratio can be used to detect the present of the signal. So we set , ( > 1) is the threshold of CU i . According to [10] , in condition :
We analyze the at hypothesis . is the probability of false alarm of users. In general, N is usually very large, based on central limit theorem, the approximate obey the Gaussian distribution. We can get the average false alarm probability: 
According (20), if PU signal absent, = ; on the contrary, > ; so signal detection is converted into comparing the and . In the practical, when there is no PU signal, test statistics = ( / ) < ; on the contrary that is denotes with PU.
Under the condition of hypothesis, based on spectrum detection sensing algorithm of false-alarm probability ( ), the sampling covariance matrix is a Wishart matrix(which the sampling number N is large enough) [11] . Using the random matrix theory and Tracy-Widom distribution and numerical table [6] , we set global false alarm probability is , we can get DFC decision threshold:
where, (•) is the inverse cumulative distribution function of Tracy-Widom. In (21), threshold only related with the sampling number N and oversampling factor L and without the noise variance.
III. IMPROVED SOFT-FUSION ALGORITHM AGAINST SSDF ATTACKS
In the soft fusion, all CU i local spectrum sensing adopt covariance detection method, namely, CU i sent their local sensing result to the DFC after finishing local sensing. If the user is a honesty CU, it will sent real sensing information. But if it is a MU, then it will sent the falsified sensing information ( ± ), denotes deviation between the sensing information falsified and the real local sensing, which also can be regarded as the MU attack intensity. In the DFC, we adopt linearweighted soft fusion algorithm and assume is the CU i weighted coefficient, the determination of will be discussed in the section Ⅲ.C. The DFC fuse all sensing information received from CU i as follows:
A. Time Attenuation Factor
Because the history sensing information of the CU has near-far effect for the update of reputation degree, the recent sensing have a large effect and far sensing have little influence on the reputation degree. Hence, the time attenuation factor are introduced to measure the effect of history sensing behavior for the current reputation degree. We set V is the length of observing window. Namely, DFC only store V time reputation degree recently and initializes the reputation degrees of each CU to be V. CU i time attenuation factor ( ) can be described as:
where, t is the current moment, is the honest sensing behavior near t. As the distance from the current sensing is more and more far away, even if MU obtained high reputation in this period of time to attack, reputation degree will gradually decay over time. For a long time no sensing of user, attenuation factor will supervise and urge user to submit correct sensing to raise their reputation degrees.
B. Reputation Mechanism
In this paper, CU i reputation updated according to the service quality provided by CU i in the fusion. At the detection interval, if ( ) < ( ) < ( ) or ( ) ≥ ( ) ≥ ( ), the CU i provide the fusion gain at the fusion in DFC. ( ) and ( ) is the threshold and fusion result of DFC, respectively. Hence, the service quality of the CU i can be defined as:
where, ( ) = 1 and ( ) = 0denotes the good service and bad service provided by the CU i , respectively.
Then according to (23), (24), the reputation maintenance mechanism adopted in this paper can be represented as:
We defined CU i average reputation within the observation window V is:
C. Weights Allocation
In this paper, DFC based on average reputation of each CU distribute weights. The CU who always offer good service should hold a larger proportion in the process of fusion at DFC, which benefit to improve high reputation CU to influence on the final fusion judgment, so, the is a function of : ( + 1) = ( ( )). In order to control the ( + 1) can not increase without limit, we defined:
at the same time, we denote the average reputation degree of all user is:
hence, (•) is can be represented as:
where, ∆ denotes the ( ) maximum deviation from ( )
IV. SIMULATIONS AND ANALYSIS

A. Soft Fusion Steps
From what has been discussed above, we can get the steps about covariance detection based on dynamic reputation of soft fusion are as follows:
1. Each CU i independent testing and send the test statistic to DFC 2. DFC received each CU test statistics, the weights coefficient is obtained by the formula 
B. Parameter Setting
The spectrum detection performance of the improved algorithm is simulated under the Gaussian channel. In the same condition, equal gain count (EGC) and the improved algorithm performance simulation are given. Assumption CR network spectrum detection PU signal is BPSK, the number of cognitive users M=20 and a total of malicious user is . At the same time, the background noise power of each CU is σ , false alarm probability of each CU is . We set the σ = 1, =0.1, N= 200, V=50.
C. Simulation Results and Analysis
Figure II, the sample number L=30, the number of SSDF attacks =3, the global false alarm probability =0.1. Detection performance based on the improved soft fusion algorithm and EGC algorithm in different signal to noise ratio (SNR) is compared. From the simulation result observation found that with increase of the SNR global detection probability P d of two soft fusion algorithms are gradually rising trend in the same condition of SNR and MU. Detection probability of the improved soft fusion algorithm is significantly higher than that of EGC algorithm Figure III depicts the detection performance of different attack intensity with the improved algorithm and the EGC algorithm, which α=0.15 and 0.35 from the simulation results. When the attack strength increases, the detection performance two algorithms will decline, but the improved algorithm still better than the algorithm the detection performance of EGC algorithm, and will converge. The EGC algorithm detection performance is inferior in low SNR, especially increasing attack strength. Figure IV, the sampling times L=50 and 90, α =0.2, compare improved algorithm and EGC algorithm performance. From the simulation results, it can be seen that with the increase of sampling number, the performance of the two algorithms is improved. Improved algorithm has converged in the near SNR=-12dB and detection probability of EGC algorithm is less than 0.5. Thus, the improved algorithm in low signal to noise ratio environment can improve signal detection probability, but taking into account the system overhead and the sampling number is not as bigger as better.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we mainly study the improved reputation of the soft fusion based on cooperative spectrum sensing algorithm. In order to defense the SSDF attacks, based on reputation update rule and proposed the time attenuation factor to measure the history sensing results influence on the current moment dynamically to adjust each user reputation. DFC can effectively avoid the false sensing of malicious users in soft fusion. Simulation results show that the improved algorithm can keep the performance of soft fusion in the face of SSDF attacks and improve the security of cooperative spectrum sensing. 
